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If you are looking for a great turnbased game like the old might and magic roleplaying games, this is for you. Beautiful artwork,
great loot and spells, and its fun to start weak and to build up your guys. I can't wait for the sequel.. I just finished the game last
night. This is one of the best old style D&D games I have played in a long time. Very good story and good graphics. they all set
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the mood for a fun romp in fantasy land. I will play this game again with different characters and try different approaches. I
would recommend this game for anyone who likes dungeons, dragons, loot, or just plain fun.. If you are looking for a great
turnbased game like the old might and magic roleplaying games, this is for you. Beautiful artwork, great loot and spells, and its
fun to start weak and to build up your guys. I can't wait for the sequel.. Short: Recommendation bonus if you enjoy 80's style
grid-based RPGs such as the early Wizardry and Might and Magic series or if you enjoy games with that retro feel such as Dark
Spire or Class of Heroes 2G. If this is unfamiliar, then read on to see if this game may be a good fit for you. Warning: The game
is untraditionally balanced and is not for everyone. If you go in with modern RPG expectations and are unwilling or unable to
adapt, you will be disappointed and/or frustrated with this game. This game will slap this expectation in the face in the first
couple encounters. You can reduce the probability of luck playing a role in your victories by grinding some, but this game
presents many tools in combat and many encounters are like tactical puzzles that you'll need to solve before you can survive
consistently. I'm still playing through this game and am deeply appreciative of the developer's responsiveness and taking into
consideration suggestions and tweaks. I look forward to future products that they produce. Noting points, whether they are
pluses for some, minuses for others or neutrals. Controls: * Use a full-sized keyboard and mouse to control the game with nearly
every option accessible by a key alone * Keybindings cannot be reassigned at this time, so a mouse is strongly recommended if
you do not have a full-sized keyboard with number pad for the NumPad Plus or NumPad Minus to adjust attributes at creation
and level ups * If you're using a gamepad emulator such as Pinnacle Game Profiler or Xpadder, I would recommend assigning
to WASD (or QZSD) for movement and mouse controls at a minimum other options such as Escape, Enter, as well as the letters
A through D may be convenient as well * There does not seem to be a strafe option at this time, but can get through without it
Gameplay: * Create up to twelve adventurers, deploy six party members at a time including one that looks kind of like an
Arnold-style Conan * Choose from one of six classes (knight, paladin, archer, thief, priest, sorceror) with one of four races
(human, elf, dwarf, gnome), one of four face portraits per race and gender combo and assign attribute points among seven
attributes * Level ups have random health and spell point gains based on influencing stat, allow for three attribute points to be
assigned, and award new skills or spells depending on the class * Options to quick save and load in most locations on most
screens * Navigate first-person through dungeons, moving one square on the map grid a time, engaging in combat and dialogue,
managing party and inventory * Combat options allow for moving party members into or out of melee range individually or all
at once, waiting or protecting allies, using melee or ranged attacks, using spells, fleeing, using other abilities and possible others
that I'm forgetting - to succeed in this game, it is strongly recommend to take advantage of as many of these options as possible
while adapting to enemy tactics * Combat is turn-based with each character taking a turn per round with the ability to postpone
their turn toward the end of the round * At least 50 save slots in-game, if not more * Sound effects match most actions * The
music has been intermittent in my game, such as a discovery scene, quest reward scene or the sound of a battle that just turned
grim * Occasional game crashes and bugs, but the developer has been communicating regularly with the community and
addressing these issues Aspects that I enjoyed/opinionated in addition to the above points: * Enjoyable art style with realistic art
for most portraits and strong contrast on most other aspects that may have a comic-book feel for some Untraditional Balance
and Modern RPG Expectations Expounded: * The beginning area is a tutorial area with shockingly high damage values,
however, once you adapt to the mechanics, you may be able to easily run through this beginning area without any deaths or the
need to save (though saving is recommended in case of an unexpected crash) -- armor does make a difference, but most
importantly, positioning can prevent enemies from attacking altogether * Dipping your toes into the next area can lead to brutal
defeats and force you to scrounge for all your options to counter fear, counter silence on your casters, denying archers clean
shots to your healer, changing your leader to a faster character to order people into a safer position or sometimes going as far as
leveling a new party member to counter situations in those areas * Sorcerors in most fantasy games have easy access to ranged
attack spells - this is not initially true and sorcerors may fare better in melee range until you have more runes or until you're a
higher level where you do have those rune-free ranged attack spells * Initial combat positioning is not static and misreading a
situation can and will get you killed - do not assume that your character in the bottom portraits is out of melee range, double
check their movement choices and portrait for cues ESRBish/Content Advisory: * Mostly nude outline of a spirit woman with
no nipples and some enemies in busty garments * Some art with female cleavage - do not recall if there are any bare chested
men or man nipples * Random chance of fighting some violent leopards and you may need to kill them or reload if you do not
like hurting animals, even virtual ones * Lots of brawling in the streets and in different establishments * Ability to break into a
woman's home where she sits up in bed startled.. Well, the first thing I liked about this game were the graphics. Funny enough. I
like this heroic comic style. I read some of the discussion and soon got the impression that it's really tough. Bad thing. I hate
games which are frustrating me even in the tutorial. Why did I buy it then? Who knows? Divine inspiration maybe. Or just the
graphics which I still liked. Or perhaps because it wasn't too expensive and some little gnome in my ear said: "If you buy it and
it's b******t, well it's not that much damage done. Furthermore it's X-mas soon, and you could look at it as a little present for
those poor indie devs." However, I bought it. And it's really tough. I mean really tough! Really really tough! Those enemies
knock you out like flies. It's ridiculous! But hey, wait. There is strategy to be applied in a fight. Learn your enemy, learn how he
acts, learn what works against him. And suddenly - you walk out of the fight victorious and unharmed. While your enemy still
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could have had you for breakfast with a single blow. Wow! It's hard to believe, and I am still not sure I believe it - but I like it.
In an hour or two you won't make much progress, but you are proud as hell on what you achieved. To be honest I didn't buy that
"very rewarding" bull I was reading in the discussion. But you know what? It IS very rewarding. Just to win that fight is
rewarding. And of course never forget F10 (quicksave).. A decent dungeon crawler. The developer adds an element to turn-
based combat which I've never seen in a dungeon crawler: the ability to change which characters are in the melee. The usual
dungeon crawler places the first two, three or four into melee range, with the rest safely in the back. It's completely random in
this game. A random battle could start out with the first two characters in melee range, but it could also mean all six characters
in melee range. Each individual character can then take a turn to drop out of or enter melee, or the lead character can order
everyone to back off or press forward. There's also a Lv. 2 sorcery spell that backs all of the enemies off. I think this is
ingenious, adding more tactical options. It works especially well when dealing with monsters that hit hard at close range. Some
have complained about the difficulty. My first party was a failure after a few levels, but I started a second party and learned to
beat the system by raising Endurance hard and fast with everyone (luck as well with gnomes) and making sure the RNG didn't
shaft me too badly on the level-ups with luck-raising items and clover stew. It makes the first several levels a slow grind, but
then I could practically cruise through the rest of the game. I never once rested outside of an inn or messed with the bestiary.
The one time I got the crap beaten out of me was at the goblin hideout. but that was a dum-dum move on my part. However,
then I picked up Lv. 5 sorcery's Prison spell. Utterly OP. Works on 98% of enemies, including even the final boss. Goodnight,
Irene. So my wishlist for the remake. Keep the combat system as is. It rocks. Except. probably want Prison to be resistable, if it
returns for an encore. It's far too powerful. Don't go all Might and Magic on us and cause the encounters to go crazy upon level-
up. Hated that so much about early M&M games. individual random fights taking an hour apiece on level stupid. What about a
hybrid sorceror class? I didn't make a paladin, but would have likely made a warrior-mage hybrid instead of a second knight. I
liked the inclusion of a riddle. but dumbasses like me wouldn't have been able to come up with the answer given even two more
hints. Funny thing is, by the time I surrendered and looked up the answer (which I could just barely piece together the logic of),
my knights were dual-wielding greatswords and the thing was worthless. Ha. More NPCs, possibly, and with more relevance? I
love NPC interaction in dungeon crawlers. A couple more forms to the last boss would have given me a greater sense of
satisfaction upon completion of the game. At very least the last boss of Sovereign should be immune to any and all forms of
stun. A fan of Wizardry and M&M will get his money's worth.. UPDATE: I have changed my review from negative to positive.
I took a break from this to play some other games and have come back to try it again. UNfortunately, it's been long enough that
I can't remember how to get back to where the specific crash issues occured, so I'm going to start a fresh game. I still experience
the freeze ups just not as often, but am going to attribute these to the possibility of my graphics card not playing nicely even
though it should. I've had a couple of other odd experiences outside of this game that may be related. Just remember
experiences may vary from one PC to another. ORIGINAL POST: I only give this a negative recommendation because it suffers
from constant fatal errors. If these were corrected I would say it is a fun and challenging game for its style and genre. However,
I played the game past level 5 when it starts to make sense and becomes somewhat easier, but it just becomes too much work
and less play to be enjoyable. because this is hasn't had any updates for over a year and is stated as Definitive Edition still having
these issues is a big detractor. The developer has stated some of these issues are related to Win 10 and to apply a fix listed in a
post. I have done this and the reponse from the fix was there were no issues with my system. I have experienced three types of
fatal errors which are likely all the same at the root of it all. The three types of errors I experienced were: 1) Game freeze with
no error or debug message which required closing the window and killing the process.; 2) Out of Memory causing the game to
close upon clicking OK. I'm not sure what language the game was written in, but I've seen tons of these in programs written in C
and C++. 3) Fatal crash with a debug window. I've had this happen twice, one at the entrance to the Lake and in the Goblin Hall.
############################################################################################ FATAL
ERROR in action number 1 of Draw Event for object scrblock: DoAdd :2: illegal array use at gmlScriptmonsterspecial
############################################################################################
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- stack frame is gmlScriptmonsterspecial (line 0)
gmlScriptdefend gmlScriptcombat gmlScriptwritemonsters gmlScriptpaintwalls gmlObjectscrblockDraw0 I really want to like
the game more but it has gotten to be a major pain to play. I tried saving often, but when it crashes within 5 minutes (literally) of
startup saving every 10 steps, again, is a detractor. I hope Sovereign doesn't have theese issue as I'd like to play it too. I like
these type of games.
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